Hunt ID: NM-ElkMDeerAntelope-BADCARLS-DSPIRITWIL-NDREWA
Hold on to your New Mexico bows and rifles I have some deer and elk hunts that will get
you getting new strings for your bows and a new scope for your rifle. This is a combination
of New Mexico Tags and premium semi-guided to guide. Also how about 2 of 5 days semiguided so you can learn the land then you is on your own. HAVE you got a knife? You are
going to need it because DIY and Semi-guided you will have to clean it yourself. To keep
the prices down as low as possible we have removed the meals and lodging from the hunt so
the hunter is responsible for pitching a tent on the property or staying with Tom Bodet in
Motel 6. The outfitter will give you phone numbers for both. In all cases below the hunter
must buy his license from the state of New Mexico, in most cases the tag is included with
the hunt along with the access. These are all Ranch only tags so you don’t have to worry
about finding a place to hunt, it comes with the tag. For the most part there is a ranch in
Unit 34 and another in unit 21.

1. One hunt left! New Mexico GMU 34 private ranch, near Timberon, New Mexico it is a
guided hunt rifle hunt. for a Mature Bull Elk?
You will be hunting 1300 Acres /private ranch.
The season dates are: Nov, 1-5, 2014
It is a 5 day hunt for $4800 or semi-guided for 2 days the DIY for 3 days for a total
of $ 4200 Discounted down to only $3195.

No food or lodging will be provided on this hunt! Ranch has Electric, camping is ok or local
motel?
There is only water in the area, Fort Bliss and National Forest are on two sides of the
property and this is where the deer water.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. One hunt left! New Mexico Unit 37 one Rifle Bull elk tag guided hunt
This hunt is located by White Oak 3,600 acres which include a number of water sources
that are few and far between in this area. It is no wonder that the elk come in here like they
are being pulled by a magnet.
Bulls average 340 but a 376 was taken in the last 5 years.

Season dates are 9/1-9/22 hunt the 1st 5 days and since you will be the only on the ranch and
the first one to hunt it, plus being during the rut you can a 5 days of guided or semi-guided,
then hunt the rest of the season if you wish as a DIY.
Guided the first 5 days is $ 5600
Semi-Guided the first 5 days is $ 4000
No food or lodging will be provided on this
hunt, Camping is ok on the ranch or local motel? SOLD
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3. One hunt left! New Mexico Unit 34 one Rifle deer tag on a trespass fee hunt $2500 for the
week.
11/8-12 Rifle
9/2-6 archery Deer
The bucks taken usually run between 150 and 170.
170” if guided or semi-guided and 150” if it is a DIY hunt.
Nearest town, Timberon New Mexico
1300 acres, only water in the area. Pinion Juniper country
No food or lodging provided on this hunt. Ranch has electric and camping is ok.
The hunt $3700 but has been discounted down to only $ 2995

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. New Mexico Unit 21 one Rifle deer tag on a trespass fee hunt $3000 for the 5 day guided
hunt with bucks grossing over 200”. This is a 1000 acre ranch
11/1-5
The hunt is $ 4700 but has been discounted down to only $ 3995

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5. New Mexico Cow elk vouchers unit 34, Near Timberon, New México

1300 acres

Season: Any 5 consecutive days runs from Nov, 15,2014 –Dec 31, 2014. The later the
season the better because the elk migrate here for the winter. These are quite simple hunts
and are DIY hunts.
Price $ 1000 discounted down to only $ 795
You are on you own on this one! This is unguided. No food or lodging provided on this
hunt. Camping or local motel is ok.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6. One hunt left! New Mexico Unit 37 one Archery Buck Antelope
1000 acres with 2 water tanks. Season is August 27-31st
History is that archers have filled 100% for the last 5 years.
This hunt is $2995 for 5 days fully guided but has been reduced down to only.
This is a 100% success hunt. If you can shoot you will bring home a good antelope.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7. Bear Aug. 21-25 for $ 4000 but has been reduced down to only $2995 dogs motel lodging
over the counter General bear license is all that is needed. If you love the run of the dogs
and the pure adrenaline rush you get from the hounds baying and the bear cornering this
is for you. Sometimes the bear will go up a tree. This is a great hunt and you can use Rifle,
Pistol, Bow or a pistol as defined by New Mexico regulations.
We will be hunting private and public land depending where the cat is and goes. Success
runs 75% plus most years.
Lodging and meals are where we are at the time. Lion and bear hunts can cover miles
depending on the cat or bear. We have a general area that we find the lions or bear but

where they go from there is up to them we just follow. We hope that Tom Bodet keeps the
light on for us.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8. This is a 6 day on call 1/5 for $ 5000 but has been reduced down to only $3495. All
hunted property is covered by a General License
This type of hunt has the highest success rate of any lion hunt. The On call basically says
we have a lion that has moved into the area and his focused on a particular deer herd. We
have tracks or a sighting and need, “A man with a gun,” We generally have two dates to
work with so we can tell you generally when we will call but prior to and if needed during
that season date so that we can say come and kill a cat instead of these are your hunting
dates lets go Lion hunting. Success runs 75% plus most years.
This is a great hunt and you can use Rifle, Pistol, Bow or a pistol as defined by New Mexico
regulations.
We will be hunting private and public land depending where the cat is and goes.
1/15-1/19
License 2 days prior to
Lodging and meals are where we are at the time. Lion and bear hunts can cover miles
depending on the cat or bear. We have a general area that we find the lions or bear but
where they go from there is up to them we just follow. We hope that Tom Bodet of Motel 6
keeps the light on for us.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mike Lollar - Owner
Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com
eMail = Sales@SportsmansLogistics.com
15596 W. County Rd. 18E
Loveland, CO 80537
970-593-0267
We accept

Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all
hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of
your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical
condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it,
hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling
his bucket list!

